Ford f150 blend door actuator fuse

For the last 20 or 30 years in these trucks, they have been prone to failure. I love my truck, but I
wish Ford had fixed this problem by now. If you switch it towards heat a little bit, and the noise
stops, your F blend door actuator has gone out. A common issue in these trucks is the failure of
the potentiometer that senses when the actuator has turned fully. The popping noise is the
actuator trying to turn further than it is able to. It can be done in Tools required You need an
8mm box wrench, along with a 7mm or equivalent SAE socket and socket wrench. I used a paint
can opener to help pull the plastic off. The blend door is actually behind the radio, so the first
step is to get the radio out. The silver panels on each side of the radio simply pull straight out
as pictured. This panel will pull entirely out, if you lift up just slightly on the other paneling it is
caught behind. This panel can hang here â€” You can do the same thing with both panels,
really. The panel on the right side comes out the same way. This one is a bit more of a pain to
fully remove, so I just left it as pictured. This is enough to get access, so you can do this on
both sides if you prefer. The radio has a piece of rubber trim hiding two of the bolts that need to
come out. You can simply pry this up and pull it out. There are two screws underneath the
rubber trim that need to come out. I used a 7mm socket, which fit fine. I assume an SAE
equivalent could work as well. There are also 4 more bolts on either side of the radio, as
pictured. They are removed with the same socket. On my truck, the radio and the HVAC controls
were connected together, so I had to remove them both as a unit. If your truck has a separate
radio, you may be able to leave some of these bolts in place. Pulls straight out. Then, the radio
panel itself simply pulls straight out. I started prying from the top. The radio and HVAC controls
came out as a unit. I unclipped enough of the connectors to the radio front panel so that it could
comfortably hang out of the way. This was primarily the top two. With the 4 screws removed, the
radio just pulls straight out. I unclipped all the connectors, 4 I think, and tossed the radio on the
floor of the cab for the time being. Once the radio is out, you can see the actuator. It is the black
box on the right. It is held down by two screws, both of which have 8mm heads. The first screw
is easy to remove. The rear screw requires going through the glove box. The glove box will fully
drop if you open it, pinch the sides, and lower it further. Not much room to work, helps if you
have little girl hands like me. To get to the rear screw, you lower the glove box, pinch the sides,
and then lower it further. That keeps it nice and out of the way. Then, you can reach up through
the glove box to the actuator area. I used my left hand to keep the wrench on the screw, while I
unscrewed with my right. The actuator itself just lifts off. There is a small plastic gear on the
bottom, so it needs to come straight up. There is one wiring connector on it to disconnect. You
simply push the red tab back to unlock it, then pull it off. Now obviously you need a new
actuator to put in. I first got the cheapest Autozone replacement â€” a Dorman part. The
connections to the truck are right, but as you can see, it has a thicker profile than the Ford
original. The top of it hits a brace in the dash when you try to install it, and makes it nearly
impossible. A commenter below mentioned that Autozone gave me the wrong actuator, and it
should have been Dorman If you want to be safe, you can order the one I used from Amazon , as
another alternative. TechSmart version of the actuator. Model is TechSmart F This one much
more closely matches the original, and goes in fine. Re-installation is the exact reverse of
removal. You have to wiggle it around a little bit, but as soon as it meshes properly, it will slide
right in. The following procedure will let the HVAC module recalibrate the actuator positions.
Pull the HVAC control fuse in the box in the passenger kick panel pictured for a minute with the
engine off and key removed. This fuse is 15 on older trucks, but was 42 on mine. If you did
everything correctly, your popping noise should be gone regardless of how cold or hot you turn
the HVAC. Rather than having the standard center console or jump seat, the console looks like
it is one piece from radio to console. The shifter, rather than being mounted to the wheel, is on
the center console next to the cupholders. The only difference I see is that you would have to
remove the trim next to the shifter first, in order to be able to get to the trim near the HVAC
panel. If anyone has this truck and tries it, please let me know in the comments how it worked
out for you. I have a similar problem but for me the air just blows on my feet regardless of the
setting, defrost and dash vents dont work. There are a few of these hvac motors, I think four. Do
you know if this issue has been fixed in the newer Fs. I have this issue with my for the drivers
side and the noise on the passenger side. I decided with some other issues developing it was
better to part ways with the truck and get a new Pick it up next week. I had the same issue in my
Explorer as well. You would think Ford would do something to address this very annoying
problem that has existed for 20 years. The blend door actuator that broke on my truck was on
the drivers side, behind the lower console. Ohh, understood. Fortunately I think the blend door
in the article is more prone to failure, so you probably have a good chance of not seeing that
again. Maybe a class-action law suite will convince Ford to fix this problem. They are cheaper
too! I have a and mine is doing the same thing and is located in the same spot. I replaced the
resistor and the blower motor could it be the blend door or am i way off? I actually just figured it

out. The electrical connector that plugs into the resistor has some play in it. If i pull the
connector towards the passenger door slightly it blows air on all speeds. Absolutely, glad you
found the problem. Definitely an actuator issue, the only question is whether the actuator itself
failed or whether the wiring to drive it is at fault. Easy fix would be to go ahead and buy the
actuator shown in this article, swap it out, and see if it fixes it. Which motor is is behind dash or
passenger floorboard. November 21, Visited my local Ford dealer with a loud clicking sound
coming from my HVAC system ever time I started the truck or tried to adjust temperature.
System always blowing ambient air temperature however AC was working fine all summer.
Living in Canada I started to require heat as opposed to AC. I have a f, no clicking but driver
side blows hot like it is set to do but passenger will blow cold but then I can feel it get warm
then hot for a sec then back to cold will stay cold but then warm.. What did you find out about
the issue? I have the same problem you described and found the article where you posted this.
But would also like to know if that solved your problem. I just did this on my with flow through
console. Was able to replace the actuator completely through the radio access. In my case only
the nav screen. Was able to remove center plastic by your methods and the flow through made
little difference except the left trim was not removed. Can the radio still be removed by your
instructions if the console goes al the way to the dash? Almost looks like all one unit. Sorry, I
did reply right after you posted this, but apparently it was marked as spam. I made a note in the
article with links to more details. Thanks man. I have a F The first time my truck was still under
warranty so I took it back to the dealership. This time I was able to do it myself. The clicking
started when it was all the way on cold but then when I unplugged the battery completely
separate issues the clicking was on and would not go away. It was constantly clicking. I
followed your steps and everything went smoothly. James, I have a similar problem but without
the knocking noise. The temperature changes on the passenger side but the drivers side
remains the same, its cool but not cold like it should be, and wont heat either. Also, the fan only
blows at one speed no matter the setting. I am trying to figure out whether its the controls on
the console or if i need to replace the blend door actuator as well as the blower motor switch.
Any help would be appreciated, thanks. Otherwise I think I would try to swap another hvac
control panel if you know a friend with the same truck. I just bought this f XLT and I noticed
every once in a while there was a tic tic tic ticâ€¦about 10x or so. I found your thread, changed it
in under 40 minutes after Ford told me 1. I did get a small handed friend to get the back screw. If
you were local supper would be on me. Thank you so much for the help, it was perfect. I just did
mine. Just using the front. Not sure if that will put added stress on it as it turns but I think it
should be fine. Not a difficult job but that dang back screwâ€¦â€¦. Thanks for the great info
James S. Do you know how many actuators are in these Fs? Have you encounted a situation
where more than one had to be replaced, or is this the one that is most prone to fail? Glad to
help. This actuator is definitely the one that most commonly fails. Hi all, i have a f xlt extended
cab. I have been experiencing warmer air through the drivers side when on ac. Its not a dual
climate control model. Function on temp dial ok and no obvious clicking. When dialled to full ac
you can hear a subtle repeated noise like the door trying to move, does it maybe times and also
on start up if on coldest temp. None of the other vent doors make noise like this they just shif to
position then stop. So i changed the actuator out and replaced with dorman Did you recalibrate
it after you put it in by pulling the fuse with the truck off? I just checked again it does it also on
start up, must be when actuator is working out where it is. Did the recalibration by pulling fuse. I
can get hot and cold but annoying clicks. Will reinstall the original one. Maybe the new one is a
dodgy actuator? Does yours have the repeated subtle noise when you dial to full cold? No, mine
makes no noise at all, no clicks or subtle noise when I go full cold. Anyway I fitted the original
back in and will leave it at that. The ac issue is not that bad and we seem to be able to cope with
it. Nothing does unless I turn off the air conditioner. I was wondering if replacing the actuator
would solve my problem too. Did you ever get this fixed? What did it turn out to be. My is doing
a similar thing. I posted above with a video of what it could be. Any help on this would be
appreciated. I have no clicking noise or any other indications of the problem. Does this seem
like the same blend door device failure to you? I believe the radio with the screen pulls out like
any other radio? May be worth giving a shot? I have the glove box removed and checked one of
the motors and it was indeed bad. Hey Justin. I do have the clicking though. Gonna try the
actuator this weekend. I ended up having to replace the center one AND the passenger one. I
bought the actuators from the Ford dealer; the parts guy gave me the exploded diagram which
helped. I would still pull it again though, made a huge difference. Very true what everyone has
been saying about lining up the pins on the actuator. Howie Have you fixed the issue? If so what
was it and did you fix it yourself? My platinum is doing the exact same thing with the passenger
side. I have the exact same issue with my 12 fx2 with navigation screen. How did you get to the
actuator? Was it the same steps described above? Could this be the same thing? Does the

clicking go away when you turn it up to warm? The clicking is intermittent. It may happen once
or twice in a couple weeks, if that. Is there something I could do to determine exactly what it is?
I did hear the clicking in a YouTube video and mine is not that loud. Very light in sound. Thanks
for the reply! It should only do it at the coldest setting. If this the issue it will get more
consistent over time. Mine was initially intermittent, but in a few months it would pop
consistently on the coldest setting. BTW, I heard the clicks set at , I was thinking maybe door
cycling to maintain temp? Bit like I said not consistent and jot loud at all. Thanks again! Sounds
good. Well, I got a few light clicks this amâ€¦ Should I notice a temp change between passenger
and driver vents? The click is definitely coming from the dash just below the radio. I would just
try replacing it. The gear is stripping out, so who knows. This post was such a life saver! I
followed it step by step and it worked like a charm!! James S. Compressor kicks on system is
charged. Any ideas? Well, the fact that it fixed the clicking is good news. I have a ford f Could
this be the door actuator? It sounds pretty unlikely. The blend door actuator will just affect how
much heat vs cold air you get, not the operation of the blower. So my F with dual climate control
is clicking just like everyone describes. I had to replace the negative battery terminal today and
now it clicks all the time and now the AC started blowing through just the defrost vents. When I
first crank it it blows through the normal vents but then switches to defrost after a second. Do
you think this is the same actuator you replaced? So i replaced to the actuator for the vent
settings and it turned out not to be the issue. But I think there is some kind of short in the
system bc after resetting it i could visualize the new actuator moving the door without any
stimulus from the AC controls. I also still have clicking. Can it be the same issue as with the AC
in your ford or a different issue? The problem is that the motor that swivels the blend door when
you switch it from heat to cold tries to go beyond its maximum rotation and clicks. Usually it
happens when going to full AC, but I am betting for you it happened to break in the other
direction, at full heat. Davidâ€¦ You and I have the same problem. I had a good chunk of plastic
in the blower cage with a star shaped recepticle in it. Since then I can hear a motor cycling
behind the dash. I am assuming it is the upper portion of the actuator door. Internet search only
comes up with actuator replacementâ€¦any updates? Thanks for the well detailed steps for
replacing the actuator. Had same clicking and the TechSmart part you recommended fixed the
problem. Could this be related to the actuator replacement or do you think I have another issue
now? I followed your instructions to a tee, but the clicking continues, both on startup, and when
putting on max AC. If the noise goes away when you turn the temperature up, this actuator
probably is the fix. Maybe your new one is a dud? My F was doing the same thing. I was able to
diagnose it and remove the damaged part. Only had to undo the top 3 clips and 2 lower buf not
all of them on the radio face plate to move the it far enough away and let it lay there out of way
to get to the radio and pulled that straight out without removing any of the clips it hung out of
way just fine. Did you tell them what you needed at Auto Zone or did you find a screw that was
pretty close? I definitely had my rear screw go into the abyss. It just blows cold air when the
heat is turned all the way up. If i turn the heater off for a few minuets and turn it back on it will
blow hot for a few seconds then go back to cold shortly after. Do you think it could be the same
heat actuator? Thanks for your help. Might as well give it a shot. Hey devin, I have the same
problem with the heat in my truck that you described with yours, did you get it solved if so was
it the actuator? Turns out i had a coolant leak. Once i found the hose and refilled the coolant,
problem solved. December 18, Heater was blowing cold on driver side and had the correct
temperature on the passage side. I do have the dual controls. Is there a way to change both of
these without taking my entire dash out? I have a Ford F I installed the passenger actuator,
pulled fuse 15 and reset. The heater on the passenger side has a soft high pitched noise. Any
thoughts? Just did this fix on my f lariat and worked great. My problem was that the passenger
side would not blow out any heat, only ambient air which is cold in the winter. Reset HVAC after
replacement of part and my fuse was Thanks for the great how to video! Dan, I have the same
Lariat with the same problem. I have heard no clicking either. So to be certain before I
startâ€¦when you say you replaced the part, you were referring to the actuator correct? Thank
you for getting back to me. Just completed my ffx4 not a bad job. I have the flow through
console makes to job a little harder but still not bad just take your time with the trim parts. I
used the Dorman part install and tested before putting everything back together still had the
clicking noise. The first 2 letters on the part number showed this ALâ€”â€”, not its DL. Ford is
trying to fix the problem. Just did this on a Raptor. It had the flow through console which added
a lot of steps but after the console was pulled back everything went like the instructions above.
You only need to pull the console back about 4 inches to expose the bolts holding the base of
the trim down. Followed the instructions which I appreciate the author for posting. A few items
of note. So I took out my dremel and cut part of the top portion of the actuator off. I must say
that your related post for the replacement for the blend door actuator is spot on. Slipped right in

with just a touch of wiggle. I will say the hardest part was the removal and replacement of the
blind side screw. I just replaced the cold air side and no more clicking. Took me a little over an
hour for a repair the dealership wants to charge 8 hours for. This article and several YouTube
vids made it easy. Can you tell me what the part number is for the rubber mat that sits in front of
the display? My truck does not have this part. Thank you. Thanks for the details. Saved a ton of
money. Took a little patience but worked on my Lariat. I used the Dorman with no problem being
to thick to install. Yesterday 17 Oct. During my troubleshooting today I have tried to listen for
unusual noise, no popping noise noted. I removed climate control fuse 15 to recalibrate, no help
there. My Question is which actuator valve I need to go after? I would like to get this on the first
shot and tackle this project myself. Thanks for your post, it was spot on. Just changed the
actuator in my F XLT. Hey David, How long did it take you to remove the center stick shift
console and radio? Did you remove the dashboard? What Part Number Motorcraft part did you
receive from Amazon? Thanks, John. It only blows out cold air. I bought the part he
recommended from amazon. This fixed the issue and i dont have to freeze this winter. Hi
everyone â€¦great great article and I have read every single post. So the drivers side blows cold
air, while the passenger can regulate beautiful heat up to 90 degrees. Hubby did it this am, and
we did the fuse reset as noted â€¦. Did you accidentally remove or blow an airbag fuse when
resetting the HVAC fuse maybe? Or damage wiring behind the glove box? I just got done with
this fix. Very well done and thank you. I will say the part about needing little girl hands to reach
the back bolt were way understated. That thing was a beast. I gave up an took it to a mechanic
friend of mine. Thanks for the comments, glad the article was helpful. Thanks for the good
directions, Jim. I found them easy to follow. My passenger and rear heat were out on my F,
though there was no noise coming from the system. I did the install in about 90 minutes â€”
taking my time and cleaning some as I went. Most of it was getting the rear screw loosened up. I
wonder if Ford techs have a special tool or if they just have to suffer lacerated hands like the
rest of us. I wonder if every actuator has the same failure mode though â€” I should have pulled
mine apart. I have a F XLT that has some issues as well. I replaced the lower actuator above the
gas pedal, still not working. Did I replace the wrong actuator? So tired of the Ford issues. I
should have stuck with Dodge. Never had issues with Dodge. Steve T. I had the clicking and all
that. Thanks, Raquel. Thanks for the post. When I bought the truck used 4 years ago I had this
problem. When I made a appointment for the dealership to look at it. After that it would be it for
about 10 seconds when I turned the truck on. Well this morning I hot in my truck and it would
not stop. So then I found this article and bought what I needed and now everything works fine. I
have a F XLT. The damper failed shortly after going out of warranty. For a couple of years,
coming a couple of clicks off the bottom cold position stopped the noise. Once when I replaced
the battery, it did it constantly in all positions for about 10 minutes then went back to previous
performance. This current winter, failed completely. I had to pull the fuse to get it to stop
banging while using the vehicle and waiting for a warm day to fix in the driveway. I have the
same problem. I did every thing that you recommend, but still have the problem. Thanks so
much for this thread. Read it, knew what to do going in did it in about an hour. Much
appreciated. I replaced my passenger side motor about 2 years ago. Never seen anything about
pulling the fuse. Just recently it started the ominous clicking. I have a Platinum with the flow
through console. Just bought the truck and the passenger side blew cold air like the ac was on
no matter what temp setting it was on. I replaced that actuator behind the radio and now it
blows a little warmer but not like the drivers side. What am I missing? This trim panel pulls
straight out. Pulled off, not necessary to disconnect. Remove the trim on top of the radio. I used
a 7mm socket to remove both bolts. Pull on the radio. First clip. Second clip. More clips. Radio
has 4 screws. Pulled out. The actuator is the black box on the right. First screw is easy. Reach
up through the glove box. You want an 8mm box wrench for this job. Actuator just lifts off.
Wiring connector. Passenger kick panel fuse box. Connect with. Notify of. Oldest Newest Most
Voted. Inline Feedbacks. Stephan M. James Spadaro. Steve C. Mighty KC. John Cook. Brian O. I
forgot to say thank you in my last post. Thank you for the article and for responding back.
Deborah Morton. Did you figure out where the drivers side actuator is? We have the same issue
with our Graham Ross. Justin Northup. Disco Corso. Or do you have dual controls? The
Dorman part did not work because they sold you the wrong one. Laura Infante. Frank
Rodriguez. Ken Lysons. Roger Borst. Jack Tyson. Patrick Barousse. Howie Acosta Jr. Tim Silva.
Malcolm James. Sean Eggett. Michael J Walters. Your symptoms point to a different actuator.
So did the fix work? Jon Evans. David Dumond. John Wright. Chaz Knauft. Me Me. Trae Marks.
Devin Lemons. Dan wells. Aaron Fontenot. Ed Sloan. Paul Smith. Tristan Sheffler. Jim F. Cole
Martin. Bret Holman. De Cochran. Bobby Bridges. David M. Noah Lloyd. Donald Bell. Eric Koser.
Raquel Boyd. Chris Bailey. Robert Reid Balsbaugh. Steven paul. Load More Comments. Terms
and Conditions. Here are some tips on fixing a Ford heater problem. The known problems range

from no heat to heat on one side, low heat and all variations between. Always start by checking
engine coolant level. Low coolant will result in low heat or no heat. If low, add coolant. Next,
check the hoses to the heater core when the engine is hot. Both the incoming and outgoing
hoses should be HOT. The blend door actuator in a late model Ford Heater is an electric motor
with position feedback. It opens and closes the blend door to provide the requested air
temperature. The blend door actuator is controlled by the HVAC controller. The controller also
supplies a 5-volt reference signal to the blend door actuator variable resistor. As the motor
moves, the variable resistor provides a varying voltage reading indicating position. Once
calibrated, the controller knows the variable voltage readings for full open and full close. Before
you start replacing parts, you should know that the controller actually stores trouble codes to
point you in the right direction. The two most common blend door actuator trouble codes are:.
Test resistance on the variable resistor at the actuator Jumper the motor connections at the
actuator with fused battery voltage to move the motor. If you see those voltages when
commanding a temperature change that confirms the controller is working properly. Refer to the
shop manual for the different resistance values. Ford heater blend door actuator wiring
diagram. A problem with the variable resistor inside the blend door actuator, in which case you
must replace the actuator or,. Using a fused jumper wire, provide power and ground to the
actuator using the wiring diagram to see if the motor operates. However, you are risking the
cost of the actuator if the problem turns out to be in the HVAC controller. Buy a new Ford blend
door actuator. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their
diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the
factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to
find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors,
dash or console, Alldatadiy. Ford blend door actuator. Find this article useful? Share it! Tags B
B ford heater. Discussion in ' Electrical ' started by heardj , Jul 24, Log in or Sign up. Ford
Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to
our use of cookies. Learn More. No power at blend door actuator Discussion in ' Electrical '
started by heardj , Jul 24, Jul 24, at AM 1. Ok guys I got a 98 experience xlt 4x4. When I bought
my truck in winter it had no heat. I read about the whole blend door problem. The blend door
seems perfectly fine. I replaced the actuator and it still did nothing. I checked the fuse, it was
blown. Replaced that and still nothing. I replaced the switch for the temperature knob, still
nothing. Even with the actuator plugged in but not bolted to the door it does not move. So what
I did for heat was take the old one apart and set it in the middle so I had heat. Anyone know
what else I may need to check to make it work? I have not been able to figure this problem out.
Any and all help is appreciated. Is there a relay I should check or something else? All fuses in
fuse boxes are good. Jul 24, at PM 2. I would use a volt meter to check to make sure there is
power to the actuator Jul 25, at PM 3. Yeah my actuator is brand new. Ive tried leaving the
electrical connection hooked up with it unhooked from the blend door and it does nothing. I will
try to see if its getting power or not though. Jul 25, at PM 4. Jul 25, at PM 5. Thanks bro! Feb 23,
at PM 6. I know this is really old but finally figured out my problem. The wiring behind the fuse
was coming out from the back of the fuse panel. Pushed the wire in and the fuse back in,
everything works perfect!! You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? The Ford F is one of the
best selling vehicles of all time. With millions of units on the road, there is no doubt that over
time some problems will happen more often than others. While not intended to be an
all-inclusive list, we put together this Ford F common problems guide to help pinpoint a few of
the nagging issues we think owners and potential buyers should keep in mind. A nagging issue
with models are coolant leaks at the heater core. The factory plastic inlet and outlet connectors
can become brittle and crack over time, causing a leak. These connectors are located on the
firewall and can be repaired using new heater core connectors. Ford utilized quick-connect
fittings on these vehicles that do not have a classic worm clamp style retainer. Instead, a wire
clip holds the connector in place and an O-ring seals the connection. Over time the O-ring can
lose its ability to seal the cooling system and coolant loss occurs. The repair is fairly
straightforward using a new upper radiator hose. Certain 4. Replacement exhaust manifold
hardware is available, as are replacement exhaust manifolds. When choosing a replacement
exhaust manifold , make sure to choose a part that is improved over the original design so it
does not fail in the same way as the factory original. Keep in mind that even though the repair
parts are reasonably priced, the repairs themselves can be time consuming. On four wheel drive
models the front wheels use a vacuum powered actuator to engage and disengage driveline
power to the front wheels. This system can fail and cause the actuators to partially engage the
splines of the front wheel hub, creating a grinding noise. During normal operation, vacuum from

the engine disengages the front hubs and allows them to spin freely in two wheel drive mode.
Shifting into four wheel drive mode causes the IWE vacuum solenoid to stop supplying vacuum
to the actuator at the front wheel hub, thus engaging drive power to the front wheel. A
malfunctioning solenoid, leaking vacuum reservoir, or leaking vacuum line can cause the hub to
engage randomly, resulting in a grinding noise and eventually damage to the hub actuator itself.
Repairs to the vacuum solenoid, lines, or reservoir are fairly straight forward while replacing the
hub actuators requires disassembly of the front driveline to access the back of the wheel hubs
where the axle shafts attach. Next on our list of F common problems centers around the
variable camshaft timing VCT solenoid used in 4. The engine may be louder than normal, almost
sounding like a diesel engine, and exhibit rough running at low RPM. This may be caused by
worn out or gummed up VCT solenoids , which are located near the front of the engine under
the valve covers. Malfunctioning VCT solenoids cause erratic engine timing, and may affect
engine performance. Earlier versions of these engines mostly pre had the VCT solenoids easily
accessible via a hole in the valve cover. No such luck on the later models, which require
removing the valve cover and a lot of other components in the way in order to replace the
solenoid. Camshaft phasers can also be a source of rattling and poor performance. The VCT
solenoids control the oil sent to the camshaft phasers, which in turn adjust the timing. If a repair
is needed, it would be wise to consider servicing the entire timing chain system chain, chain
guides, and tensioners while the engine is accessible. For EcoBoost 3. This is caused by the
timing chain stretching, and may quiet down once the chain tensioners are pressurized with oil.
This repair is very involved and requires specialty tools to complete, which makes a stop by
your your local NAPA AutoCare a smart idea for proper diagnosis. Luckily the repair consists of
replacing the old worn or missing bushings with a new set , although some disassembly of the
center console is required. While not a critical issue, a missing or damaged remote entry key
fob can be a real annoyance at times. Over time key fob buttons can lose their symbols due to
thousands of button pushes, making for a guessing game when it comes time to lock or unlock
the truck. To remedy the problem simply swapping the key fob case can make things good as
new. While you have the fob apart, go ahead and swap in a new battery for good measure. If the
key fob is missing complete, the solution is to get a brand new key fob and program it to match
the truck. Programming is quick and easy, just follow the instructions in the video below:.
Replacement is fairly straightforward with just a few bolts. If you hear a clicking noise when
setting your HVAC temperature to full hot or full cold, or if the temperature does not change at
all when adjusting the temperature control, the blend door actuator may have failed. The
actuator controls air movement through the HVAC ducts, including what air flows through the
heater core. Luckily the repair is fairly straightforward, requiring only a new blend door actuator
and some minor disassembly of the dashboard. These are just a few of the Ford F common
problems we have come across. Each truck is different and repair needs can depend on
maintenance schedules, driving style, environment, and many other factors. Photo courtesy of
Wikimedia Commons. With an automotive writing career spanning over two decades, Brian has
a passion for sharing the automotive lifestyle. An avid DIYer he can usually be found working
on one of this many project cars. His current collection includes a Olds Delta 88 convertible and
a slant-6 powered Plymouth Duster. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip to content The Ford F is
one of the best selling vehicles of all time. Coolant Leaks A nagging issue with models are
coolant leaks at the heater core. Exhaust Leaks Certain 4. Sloppy Console Shifter models with
the console shifter option may suffer from worn out shifter cable bushings. Damaged or Missing
Remote Entry Key Fob While not a critical issue, a missing or damaged remote entry key fob
can be a real annoyance at times. Broken Blend Door Actuator If you hear a clicking noise when
setting your HVAC temperature to full hot or full cold, or if the temperature does not change at
all when adjusting the temperature control, the blend door actuator may have failed. Categories
Maintenance Tags 4WD , engine maintenance , Ford , four-wheel drive , key fob , keyless entry ,
pickup , spare tire , truck , work trucks. Related Articles. Brian Medford View All With an
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